I. REVERSE ENGINEERING
Finding a table full of electrical engineers at a hearing research conference might be memorable, but it is not unexpected. As is true in many biomedical fields, hearing research has a large proportion of practitioners trained as engineers. Increasingly, since the late 1960s, this has included individuals trained as biomedical engineers; but it also includes large numbers trained as electrical or mechanical engineers. Reverse engineering of biological systems undoubtedly has been going on as long as there have been engineers. As a neurobiologist, I am most familiar with reverse engineering in neuroscience, so I will focus on that. Along with many others, individuals such as K. S. Cole, A. V. Hill, B. Katz, and N. Rashevsky made it a flourishing enterprise in the 1930s. It came to a halt during World War II, but emerged as strong as ever in the late 1940s and early 1950s. This postwar effort led to Nobel prizes for reverse engineering of the cochlea (Bekesy, 1961) , reverse engineering of the neural spike (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1963) , reverse engineering of visual transduction (Hartline, Granite, and Wald, 1967) , and reverse engineering of the synapse (Katz, von Euler, and Axelrod, 1970) .
The reverse engineers in these cases had training in physics or biophysics rather than engineering. But by the time these prizes were awarded, the engineering professions themselves had begun to promote the 
II. THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 50TH ANNIVERSARY PREDICTIONS AND THE FUTURE
In the May 1962 issue of the Proceedings of the IRE, two biomedical engineers, Lee B. Lusted and V. K. Zworykin, made predictions about the state of their field in 2012. Now that we have arrived at 2012, we can see that they both anticipated the impact of telemedicine and medical informatics, and that Lusted also anticipated the growing impacts of medical genomics and minimally invasive surgery. Regarding prosthetics involving the nervous system, Lusted seems to predict hardware-tissue connection with greater axon-by-axon precision than we find in 2012. This is the sort of prediction that the more optimistic of my early-1960s colleagues might have made. The more pessimistic of them considered any need for axonby-axon precision to be an almost insurmountable barrier. Neural plasticity came to the rescue. It seems clear now, however, that tissue regeneration and tissue-based implants will become increasingly competitive with hardware-based solutions. With regeneration, precise axon-by-axon connection or repair may well be approximated or achieved by 2062. What we now know about neural plasticity, however, tells us that even in healthy, uninjured individuals, axon-by-axon functional maps are ephemeralVthe nervous system is always changing.
By 2062, there will be a large family of prosthetic systems and devices that interface transcutaneously with the nervous system and in that sense are noninvasive. There also will be a large and growing family of such (noninvasive) systems and devices that provide enhanced motor or sensory performance rather than prosthesis. By 2062, implantable items for cognitive rehabilitation (e.g., cognitive prosthetics) should be emerging. Most likely, these will be tissue based (perhaps some form of stem cell therapy). Success with such items will lead to trials in uninjured (nonhuman) brainsVfor cognitive enhancement. Advances in cognitive training and, especially, in interactive cognitive training software, however, will make that the preferred alternative for cognitive enhancement in human subjects. For Lewy body and Alzheimer dementia, prevention ultimately will be the solution; but the time required for verification of a prevention treatment's efficacy may mean that 2062 is too soon to expect it in common medical practice.
Accompanying the predictions of Lusted and Zworykin in the May 1962 issue of the Proceedings of the IRE is a discussion by Marcel Golay that comes very close to anticipating the Brapture of the geeks [ (see IEEE Spectrum, June 2008) . This is a presumption that consciousness will e m e r g e a t s o m e p o i n t ( Bt h e singularity[) in man-made machines as they become increasingly complex, self-taught, and interactive with the world around them. In his discussion, Golay stresses the importance of the scientific method and the demarcation between science and pseudoscience, which remains a central issue in modern culture. Among engineers, on the other hand, that demarcation likely is well settled. It seems clear that the concept of the singularity will promote vigorous discussion of another demarcationVbetween axiomatic science (e.g., mathematics) and natural science (e.g., physics and neuroscience). Will presence or absence of consciousness be provable in the formal mathematical sense, or will they be merely inferable in the natural science sense? In other words, will there be a definitive test for consciousness? The natural scientist in me tells me that, in 2062, the answer to that last question still will be Bno.[ h
